
TRADE SHOWS IN THE NORDIC/ SCANDINAVIAN  REGIONS 
  

MEMORIES OF MY Nordic experiences at trade shows (Stockholm, 
Copenhagen, and Oslo) have all been positive. The English language 
was never a challenge, and the show dates were always in the spring, a 
very pleasant time of the year. As I stated in a previous chapter, I was 
always willing to endure eight hours of pain (hard work), for one hour of 
pleasure in a new region. Each of the Nordic regions I visited provided 
lasting memories of pleasure and good eating experiences after hard 
work on the show floor!

The Nordic countries make up a region in Northern Europe and the 
North Atlantic, consisting of Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway, and 
Sweden. In English, “Scandinavia” is sometimes used as a synonym for 
the Nordic countries and is widely used in Nordic countries as well. To 
be exact, only Norway and Sweden and a minor northern part of Finland 
are located on the Scandinavian Peninsula (the rest of Finland is located 
on so-called Fennoscandia). Anyway, this is only a geographical point of 
view; all these Nordic countries work closely together and have a very 
similar culture. 

Sweden has the largest population, 9.6 million inhabitants, Denmark 
5.6, Finland 5.4, and Norway 5.1 million, whereas Iceland only about 
320,000. e words “Scandinavian” and “Nordic” are often used in similar 
manner and to many are interchangeable. Some may disagree here, de-
pending on where you are from. e problem comes when even Europeans 
themselves can’t agree on the meaning of “Scandinavian” and 
“Nordic.” 



So, what are the “Nordic countries”? With differing linguistic and geo-
graphical points of view, the French came to help us all and invented the 
term “Pays Nordiques” or “Nordic Countries,” which has become a 
common term to bring all under the same umbrella. 

Culturally and historically, the north of Europe has been the political 
playground of the kingdoms of Norway, Sweden, and Denmark. Fin-
land was a part of the kingdom of Sweden, and Iceland belonged to 
Norway and Denmark. Besides a common history, politically, and eco-
nomically, these five countries have followed a similar model known as 
the Nordic welfare state since the twentieth century. 

The Baltic countries and Greenland. The Baltic countries are the three 
young Baltic republics of Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania. Neither the 
Baltic countries nor Greenland are considered Scandinavian or Nordic. 
However, there is a close relation between the Nordic countries, the 
Baltics, and Greenland: The Baltic republics have been strongly influ-
enced culturally and historically by the Nordic countries. 

It is always problematic to treat a group of countries as homogeneous as 
the differences often outweigh the similarities. The growth and decline 
rates of Nordic economic success changes quickly. As a result, trade 
show growth follows a similar path. Nevertheless, trade shows held in 
the Nordic countries are professionally managed and can prove a suc-
cessful experience for the right industries on the right dates. 

Exhibiting in Nordic Countries 

The general exhibit culture and way of working is quite similar in all 
Nordic countries and, for that matter, similar to the most of Europe. 

Exhibit designing, manufacturing, transporting, building and dismantling 
services, as well as graphics production have a reasonable price level in 
Nordic countries compared to the US or some other major trade show 
countries. 



Most Nordic contractors are small and privately owned companies 
where the input of the owner(s) plays a big role. The employees often 
stay with the same company for years and years, thus building a strong 
team spirit that makes the work process very efficient—and less compli-
cated for the exhibitor and their suppliers.

Designing, planning, and getting a quotation. All major contractors in 
the Nordic countries offer individual turnkey solutions, including de-
signing, planning, manufacturing, transporting, installing and disman-
tling. You will get a fixed price for the whole project. For shows in Fin-
land, Sweden, Denmark, Iceland, and Norway, it is advisable to work 
with a local designer and project manager as they are truly familiar with 
the show sites and rules in question. All show regulations and other facts 
will be considered in the early design phase. This knowledge will help to 
avoid any unexpected costs due to unfamiliarity. 

Choose your contractor/local partner carefully, checking the in-
ternational references, language skills, service and quality level. Scandi-
navians might not be big talkers, but you can count on their words. In 
these relatively small countries you cannot afford not to be trustworthy 
as the word gets around so quickly and you can easily ruin your reputa-
tion. 

Multitalented employees. Exhibit employees in the Nordic countries 
are multitalented, and there are no union rules to discourage or prevent 
this—basically everyone is supposed to be able to do anything, from 
production to transporting, installing, decorating, cleaning, and disman-
tling. Of course, each person has their own special skill and are used to 
deferring and confirming any situation in question, and that’s what they 
enjoy as well. Professional pride and courtesy are important. 

Also, there will always be someone in the crew who can speak English. 
Normally the project manager (your contact person with the local con-
tractor) will be present during the build-up as well. Yet it is not common 
that the project manager or any other member of the fabrication crew 



would be present at show opening day. If you wish for this, you need to 
order it as an additional service. 

Project managers are very often women and speak several languages. 

There are also some contracting companies that are owned and run by 
women. This is no big deal in, for instance, Finland, where it’s normal. 
The only thing that counts is that the client (the exhibitor or exhibit sup-
plier partner) are happy with the results and the experience.

Types of exhibits used in Scandinavia. In all Nordic countries ex-
hibitors use both system and custom stand construction as well as a mix-
ture of both. Like the rest of Europe, fabric shapes are incorporated into 
many designs. The use of truss illumination, fabric back walls, and 
graphic banners have become very popular. For smaller shows and trade 
fair events, a typical shell scheme stand can be used and rented locally. 
Please note each stand must be equipped with its own wall construction; 
you are not allowed to use the back side of neighbor’s walls for anything 
(this is a common rule in European countries). The standard height is the 
European standard of 8 feet (250 centimeters) with some exceptions de-
pending on the show site. 

Exhibit design is similar to exhibiting in the UK and rest of Europe. Of 
course the rules and regulations, height restrictions, build-up and dis-
mantling times are factors influencing the exhibits time to set up. That’s 
why it would be wise to find a local partner to do the design, or let them 
modify your own design to work for the local circumstances. You might 
even save some money! 

Communication problems in the Nordic countries. No problems! You 
will be surprised about the language skills and global thinking. It’s often 
said, Scandinavians are quiet. This is partly true; they love silence as 
well but are quick to find the right answers to problems and challenges. 
Take a look at all the Nordic people and you see them constantly com-
municating with their Nokia mobile phones. 



Rental prices for a stand. The prices for a standard system exhibit (Oc-
tanorm or similar systems) can vary. The prices of custom stands with 
more sophisticating design depends very much of the materials used and 
size of the stand. Please note that the given prices do not include costs of 
renting the exhibition space, plus water, and electricity connection 
charges. Before starting doing any ballpark estimates by yourself, con-
tact your local partner for more information so you do not forget to in-
clude anything. 

Graphics. Graphics can be in English when exhibiting in Nordic coun-
tries. It depends whom you wish to reach with your message. Most 
Scandinavian business people understand English. The local exhibit 
markets is used to working with all types of graphic methods 

used in the US, Europe, and Asia, like light boxes, vinyl transfer letters, 
fabric banners, and direct printing onto a rigid surfaces. 

Logistics/freight. In case of international transport it is best to cooperate 
with a freight forwarding company experienced in Nordic countries. All 
are EU members, which means that there are no custom or border clear-
ance charges within the European Union. In most cases entry to the ex-
hibition hall to unload or load the exhibit items does not require a 
drayage fee as in the US. 

It is wise to work with a local exhibit partner to expedite exhibit freight 
and to install the stand at show site. There are few union rules: if you 
have your own pallet jack, use it; if you use a local contractor, most of 
them have their own trucks and equipment needed; the same guys who 
are installing are doing electrics etc. and are also driving the trucks, 
loading, and unloading. This is in many ways a good thing: the less peo-
ple to handle your exhibits, the better. This also ensures you don’t need 
to coordinate the schedules and then wait for the next crew to do their 
part. In the end, you know where the responsibility lies! Forwarding ser-
vices are available basically at each event; see the show manual / Web 
site of the venue. 



Electricity, water, and drainage connections. In all Nordic countries 
electric power is the same connection as in other European countries. 
The prices are also comparable. The electrical socket standard is the 
same too: CEE socket, power 230 V. Note that water and drain connec-
tions are similar as well. 

Height of the exhibit construction. Most all European shows follow 
the cubic content show rule. Some shows still may have rows of shell 
scheme stands as well. Standard building height is 250 centimeters (8 
feet) unless otherwise stated. This means you must build your back wall 
and sidewalls all the way around to 250 centimeters high and cannot 
have a lower panel next to the aisle (as often the case in the US). At 
some exhibition sites the standard height might be lower. Please check 
the rules and regulations of the venue, or ask your local contracting part-
ner. 

The maximum height of the construction is determined individually by 
the fair centers and can be found in technical fair regulations. The OHSA 
rules are the same as in other European Union countries. The stand con-
structor is obliged to obtain safety certificates for the materials they use 
for the construction of each exhibit stand. 

Suspensions: hanging signs and truss lighting. Overhead suspensions, 
when technically possible and permitted, can be ordered at most all 
Nordic fair centers. The prices are comparable to those in the rest of Eu-
rope. The exhibitors are not allowed to make suspensions themselves. 
This is done by the center only. 

Double-deck exhibits are common at larger shows in Nordic countries. 
They allow additional space within a booth area and generally are used 
for entertaining or added VIP meeting space. The weight and the time 
needed to install double deck exhibits will be more costly. In many cas-
es, you will only pay 50 percent of the floor space rental for the upper 
floor. Check the rules and regulations for the upper floor before design-
ing! 



Designing and building an upper floor means naturally higher costs per 
square meter than building on floor level. Also, check the build-up and 
dismantling days/hours before planning any double deck exhibit. Some-
times it would be mission impossible due to the extremely limited work-
ing hours! 

An engineering stamp is required for proof of stability, and you need to 
get the official approval from the organizer well before the build-up be-
gins. It is wise to partner with a local supplier to expedite this require-
ment. 

Monitor rentals. All plasma/LED screens and laptops can be rented lo-
cally but should be secured with locks to avoid losses. Security person-
nel is provided by the venues at almost all shows, but things happen. 

Stand catering. At some exhibition sites you can freely decide who is 
doing the catering or bring your own supplies except alcohol. If you 
wish to serve alcoholic drinks on your booth, you need to contact the 
show caterer who has the official license. Some exhibits in Nordic coun-
tries like the Finnexpo (Helsinki) say that all catering must be ordered 
from them, including coffee etc. Check with the show rules before as-
suming all are alike. 

During the show, it may be wise to have a multilingual reception person 
on staff at your stand. This allows all guests to feel welcome. 

Business meetings within the stand space require a place to chat and 
seating for business discussions. A place for hospitality (a bar) and a pri-
vate seating area are a most common. This design requirement is com-
mon throughout Europe. 

Installation and dismantling of stands. The hours granted for the as-
sembly and disassembly of exhibits is determined by every fair organiz-
er. In most cases organizers shorten this time up to one to three days. 
The possibility to start assembling before the official starting date can be 



arranged with the organizers at some locations; however, it can be priced 
very high. 

As most of the Nordic exhibit contractors are relatively small private 
owned companies, they will use freelance installing crews during peak 
seasons; they are paid by the hour. 

All serious contractors also pay for overtime as required by the law. The 
cost for the labor is the most expensive factor in the whole business as 
the build-up and dismantling hours in halls have a tendency of becoming 
shorter and shorter and require overtime rates to work late in the evening 
and during the weekends to meet the show opening date. 

Please note there is no tipping needed in Nordic countries to get good 
service! Tipping is practically unknown and might even lead to an em-
barrassing situation. For Scandinavians, genuine friendly service is a 
matter of honor, not a matter of money. 

(Exception: in restaurants it’s customary to round up the bill if service 
was good.) 

Smoking and alcohol are never allowed on the show floor during setup. 
All exhibit centers in Nordic countries are smoke-free! 

Storage of empty containers. Empty packaging, containers are collect-
ed during the setup of exhibits. The prices for storage are comparable to 
the average European prices and amount to around €30–€60 per square 
meter for the whole duration of a fair event. Check with fair organizers 
as prices can change. 

Because of international exhibitors, prices are very often given in Euro, 
even in Denmark, Iceland, Sweden, and Norway who still have their 
own currencies crowns. 

Waste materials. Collection of waste of material is during the set up of 
the stand is done in exhibit center. However, the show organizers expect 
that exhibitors leave a totally clean space afterwards. If not, you may be 



charged for waste and disposal. In Finland, separation of the waste is not 
obligatory in every exhibition center. However, you can find different 
waste containers (mainly for glass, paper, and plastic) depending on the 
specific exhibition area. 

Communication at the show sites in Nordic countries. In all fair 
buildings, you can communicate with administration employees in Eng-
lish. Difficulties, however, may appear in communication with fair elec-
tricians or plumbers, who do not always speak foreign languages. For 
the most part, this will not be a problem. It would not hurt to work with 
a local exhibit supplier to help expedite communications for all work to 
be done. 

TRADE SHOWS IN SWEDEN  
SWEDEN IS ONE of the world’s leading countries in corporate social 

responsibility (CRS). Issues such as climate change, gender, human 

rights and anticorruption are all taken into account when doing business 

and extend to trade show marketing account when doing business and 

extend to trade show marketing behavior as well. Since the 1970s Swe-

den has been active and fast in reacting to the calls for CSR, which 

nowadays is considered to be a crucial part of strategic planning in 

Swedish business life. The expo centers are conveniently located near 

the center of the cities, making for nice walks from the hotels.



Expo Centers in Sweden 

Swedish Exposition Center,Gothenburgh. 

The Swedish Exhibition and Congress Center’s unique location in the 
city makes it easy and convenient. The location also provides an excel-
lent opportunity for additional activities. Just about everything is within 
walking distance: hotels, restaurants, pubs, shopping, entertainment, the-
atres and other cultural attractions. Swedes have voted Gothenburg as 
the friendliest city in Sweden. A growing number of international visi-
tors fully agree with them. The Expo Center complex includes one of the 
biggest hotels in Scandinavia, the Gothia Towers, and several popular 
restaurants. It is also home to the World Trade Center. 

�

 The total floor area of the expo center is 145,000 square meters of 
which 41,000 is for exhibitions and conferences. 



The currency in Sweden is Swedish Crowns. Tourists can exchange cur-
rencies in numerous currency exchange bureaus and ATMs. Exchange 
centers are located in city centers, railway stations, airports, and some 
hotels. All major credit cards are readily accepted. 

Typical Swedish breakfast. Breakfast is seen as a substantial meal and 
usually consists of cereals with yoghurt or milk, eggs and omelet, small 
sausages, sometimes bacon, and bread (typical dark whole grain rye 
bread and others). In hotels, it’s always a buffet breakfast. On your 
bread, you can use toppings of your choice such as hard cheese, cold 
cuts, smoked salmon. Coffee, tea, water, and juices as well as different 
fruits are all included on your buffet choices.

Restaurants. There are many choices for lunch and dinner locations 
near and around the expo centers. Please note that during a fair you 
should make a dinner reservation for a restaurant in advance. The menu 
is available in English at most all locations near the venue. 

Drinks. With the meal, water is the most common drink; with dinner, 
beer or wine. Coffee breaks are held several times a day; it’s also com-
mon to have a glass of water with it. It is perfectly safe to drink tap wa-
ter. Buying bottled mineral water is trendy but in their homes, everybody 
drinks tap water which is of excellent quality. 

Exhibiting in Sweden. Refer to above description under Scandinavia. 

Working the Trade Show in Sweden 

Installation tipping. Sweden is one of the least corrupt countries in the 
world, and there is very strong public opinion against all modes of cor-
ruption. No tipping and bribes to get fork lifts or unload your truck rst. 
Swedish criminal code has included sanctions against any person receiv-
ing or giving any kind of bribe. is is good news for investors who want 
to set up a business in Sweden. 



Stockholm Waterfront Congress Center. Stockholm Waterfront Con-
gress Center is the city’s newest and most versatile large-scale venue. 
Built on the water’s edge right in the heart of the city.

Kista Expo Center- Stockholm. Nestled in the heart of Stockholm, the 
Kista Expo Center is the epicenter of all trade and consumer activities in 
Sweden. Spanning across a total land area of 15,000 square meters, this  
exhibition venue has held hundreds of trade visitors from all parts of the  
world. A top notch event facility, the Kista Expo Center is made up of an 
exhibition area of approximately 10,000 square meters as well as a mod-
ern conference area. 

Airports. The main international passenger gateway to Sweden is Ar-
landa Airport. 

Public Transportation. Public transportation in Sweden is well devel-
oped with airports to main cities, then train, taxi and foot traffic. Also the 
bus network covers the whole of Sweden. The local buses in the Stock-
holm area are a common and practical way to move between places. 

Taxi cost from airport to expo hotel in Stockholm will take 30 min de-
pending on the rush hour. e cost is about €50. 

Major hotels. Hotels are near each of the convention centers. You will 
find all kinds of accommodations close to the exhibition centers. How-
ever, during the exhibition, it is necessary to book the accommodation 
well in advance. 



�  
    Open design in exhibits- all with a bar!

Punctuality. In Sweden, as in Finland and Denmark, punctuality is very 
important both when doing business and making social engagements or 
meeting at a trade show exhibit. It follows that you should never be late. 
If you must be late for any reason, it is polite to phone and let someone 
know. Being late is seen as poor etiquette. Scheduling and planning are 
sometimes mentioned as part of the Swedish way of life. As a general 
rule, spontaneity and improvisation are not the strongest characteristics 
of Swedes. 

Dress. Sweden is one of the European countries where a casual dress 
code is most popular in the work place. However, for business appoint-
ments and trade shows you should dress more conservatively. Swedes 
themselves are usually fashionably well-dressed in public. As typical of 
Europe, appropriate business clothes would be a dark suit and tie for 
men, and a business suit or skirt and blouse for women. Trousers are also 
acceptable for businesswomen in Sweden. Swedes value quality, and 
that is also true when it comes to clothes. 

Communication. To maintain their personal space, Swedes tend to stay 
relatively far apart when conversing. Personal space is private, so with 
the exception of the handshake, avoid  back patting. Handshakes should 
be swift and firm. Avoid speaking with your hands in your pockets as 



this is considered rude. Swedes do not use much body language in their 
communication. 

The Swedes are considered friendly and open in discussions but tend to 
speak only when they have something important to say in other words, 
there is no necessity to speak if you do not really have anything to con-
tribute. 

Swedes tend to call people by their first names regardless of their status. 
This informality does not necessarily mean familiarity and Swedes often 
keep their work and personal lives separate. 

If you can speak a few words of Swedish, it is a nice gesture if you try. 
Most Swedes will be pleasantly surprised if you can say something in 
Swedish (e.g., hej for “hello” or hej då for good-bye). 

Swedes will keep expressions of emotion to the minimum in public, 
which further feeds the impression of rigidity. 

When negotiating with the Swedes, be prepared for lots of discussion. 
Swedes are known for their democratic culture in decision making and 
discussing issues in a thorough way and at length. 

Trade shows mean business in Sweden and are taken seriously.

Trade show info courtesy of: 

Mats Pettersson Octanorm-Sweden www.octanorm.se 


